“Live life victoriously by CHOICE,
not by CHANCE!”

VICTORYBYCHOICE.COM • VBCSPIRITUALHEALING.COM

SHADAE CARLISA BUMPERS, M.ED
is the Spiritual Alchemist who celebrates
the beauty and unity of Queens. Shadae is
a writer, speaker and passionate educator
of self-discovery and authenticity.
Owner of Victory By Choice promotion
company and the creator of the Journey
To Queendom - Women’s Empowerment
Conference. Hosting events and providing
platforms to showcase individuals
promoting Light, Love & Encouragement is
the primary purpose for Victory By Choice.
As an intuitive and spiritual alchemist she emphasizes the significance of
recognizing the natural tools we all possess internally for guidance, such as
intuition and emotional awareness.
Shadae specializes in self-discovery and personal growth using spiritual and
metaphysical practices. In the Fall of 2014, Shadae embarked on her own
spiritual journey that resulted in her development of Victory By Choice in the
Fall of 2015 as her own transformation fueled her passion and purpose to
educate others on how to break certain patterns and cycles in their lives by
taking their power back! And claiming ownership of their lives. The spiritual and
self development contributed to go and evolve until Shadae recognized her
own gifts as an intuitive Astrologer and Healer.
“I truly enjoyed my Compatibility Reading with Shadae. Not only did I learn new information
about myself, I learned new things about my husband. The reading confirmed all the wonderful
things we love about each other and shed light on areas to avoid future discords. The reading was
very enlightening and useful in my marriage. Shadae communicates the information in a loving
and understanding way, she’s thorough and leaves no stone unturned. She is patient, welcomes
questions and clarification. If you’re looking to enhance your current relationship or determine if a
potential partner is compatible with you, get a Compatibility Reading with Shadae. You will not be
disappointed!” - Denise S.
“I didn’t know what to expect from working with Shadae, but I am so glad that I did. The Clarity
Sessions, Divine Blueprint Assessment, and Emotion Code Healing all helped me to gain insight
and answers to questions that I has been longing for. I am now more in tune with how to thrive in
my personal relationships, and how to maintain confidence in times of adversity. Shadae is gifted
in helping others uncover their strengths as well as their strongholds. I would recommend her in a
heartbeat!” - Brittney R.
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THE VBC MISSION
Unfortunately, we are not always aware of the blockages and mentally crippling
barriers we have in place. Therefore, taking the time to learn more about self, allows
an individual to recognize their own unique blueprint. This type of self-awareness can
enlighten one’s understanding of who God created us to be.
Our soul’s comprehension of who we are surpasses the logic of the conscious mind
in ways we can hardly imagine. To engage in the practice of expanding awareness to
levels beyond ones natural recognition allows the unveiling of a shift in consciousness.
This shift can then liberate one from the limiting beliefs of ones potential to heal, grow
or excel in various areas of life.
Shadae uses her gifts to align the clients desired outcome with their internal
transformation. This process will allow her clients to recognize the power within their
own divine authority, while disabling subconscious beliefs. She is strongly rooted in
the light of Christ-Consciousness and believe is the power of unconditional love which
is the energy she draws from in her spiritual healing and consultation practices. This
essence of divinity allows her to work with individuals regardless of their religious
beliefs of lack thereof.
Victory by Choice also provides promotional services intent on promoting
light, love, divinity and authenticity. Victory By Choice aspires to be leading
spiritually-centered promotions company using the metaphysical and
spiritual coaching practices to expand divine consciousness.

EVENTS:
Victory By Choice specializes in hosting enlightening “feel good” events! These high
vibrational, fun-loving events include:

• She-Time: Chocolate & Wine
• “He Loves Me, He Loves Me Not” - Discussions on relationships and
intimacy.
• Journey To Queendom - Women’s Empowerment Conference
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INTUITIVE SERVICES:
DIVINE BLUEPRINT ASSESSMENT - ASTROLOGY READINGS
$145.00 (45-90 MINUTES)
•

•

•
•

Using the client’s personal natal birth chart, which is a snapshot of the planetary
alignment in place at the very minute the client was born from the aspect of their
birthplace. We consider this natal chart, also known as a horoscope or birth chart, a
Divine Blue Print of who you are and how you relate to others.
This Divine BluePrint assessment can reveal the individual’s outward personification
to the world; the way the individual perceives themselves; the drive, ambitions,
strengths, weakness and communication styles in which the individual identifies
with or relates to.
The information available in one’s natal chart can provide insight on tools,
characteristics and natural archetypal abilities exhibited consciously and
unconsciously.
The assessment helps the client to gain a more profound and expansive
understanding of one’s self and the energies that support or hinder specific areas of
the conscious and subconscious beliefs. This information can help to improve one’s
relationship with self in addition to the various relationships in their lives.

This consultation is 45 minutes and can last up to 90 minutes.

CLARITY SESSIONS
30-60 Min. Clarity Session - $111.00
60-90 Min. Clarity Session - $222.00
•
•

The clarity sessions is designed to help gain insight, alter perspective and release
potential mental blockages hindering personal growth and desired outcomes. The
sessions are specifically designed based on the client’s needs.
Sessions can be based on emotional, mental, or spiritual complexities or
uncertainties. The issue, concern or potential blockage may be resolved through
specific exercises or conversations depending on the desired insight or clarity in
which the client is seeking.

Clarity Session consultation varies in prices, depending on the time limit selected by
the client.
“I was a little apprehensive about contacting Shadae, mostly because we’re friends & I wanted to
be sure I received an accurate reading from her. But once I got past the apprehension & talked to
her freely, only then was I able to understand things clearly and begin my healing. Shadae gave me
actionable steps to take that I’m currently taking and I must say I’ve never felt better. Mostly, the hug
that she gave me during the session was needed but was so sincere.” - C.G.
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INTUITIVE SERVICES:
REIKI
$145.00 (45-90 MINUTES)
•
•
•
•
•

Reiki is an hands-on healing modality using the God-force energy that resides
within to naturally flow through the body to provide healing in the specific areas
needed.
The Reiki experience allows the client to relax their mind, body and spirit to gain
the balanced alignment of all three serving as a catalyst for the healing process.
Reiki can improve the condition of the physical, mental, emotional and spiritual
body. Allowing one to minimize pain in the body; improve sleep; overcome
additions and remove mental and emotional blockages.
Reiki can also relieve stress and anxiety from the body.
Reiki is prayer in action and is used in holistic practices for accelerated healing.

12 MINUTES - $48.00
15 MINUTES - $60.00
20 MINUTES - $80.00
30 MINUTES - $120.00

EMOTION CODE HEALING MODALITY
$20.00
The emotion code healing modality can be added to any Reiki or Clarity session
to release any trapped emotion causing pain or anguish to the body.

INTUITIVE CARD READINGS
• Intuitive angel, tarot, and oracle card readings allows one to gain clarity and
insight using the cards of divinity.
• The cards are merely a reflection of the conscious and unconscious themes
and situations in question.
• The divine reader interprets the cards through intuition and the love of light
& spirit.
QUICK – ONE QUESTION READ (1-3 CARDS) - $45.00 (with spiritual insight)
FULL READINGS WITH SPIRITUAL GUIDANCE - $76.00 (1 HOUR)
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FIRST CONSULTATION NOTES:

SPIRITUAL INSIGHT:

HOMEWORK ASSIGNMENT (due before next session)
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS:
Q: What does Spiritual Healing consist of?
A: Spiritual healing consists of the application of faith through the awareness and connection
to the divinity within oneself and through universal omnipresence. In order, for one to heal
spiritually and emotionally, there must be a desire, a willingness and openness to the potential
of radical healing from the inside out. One must be receptive and open to the concept of
healing through divinity prior to engaging in the practice.

Q: What is Reiki?
A: Reiki is used as a hands-on healing modality, considered “prayer in action.” This technique
is rooted in the belief of the healing power present in the universal energy that exists amongst
all people and all living things. This universal energy can be used to heal ailments, discomfort
and disease in the physical, emotional, spiritual, mental, and etheric bodies. Reiki aligns all
five cosmic bodies through the desire and intention to resolve any dysfunction, imbalance or
blockages using the “God-Force” energy within.

Q: What should I wear for a Reiki service or how should I prepare?
A: For a reiki services, I recommend comfortable clothes, possibly even layers since the body
can become quite warm during a reiki session. Loose comfortable clothes allows the body to
relax with greater ease.
In preparation of Reiki, drink water to keep the body hydrated before and after the service.
Refrain from drinking alcohol or any other abusive substances for at least 12-24 hours prior
to the service and following the service. Make sure the body is clean and limit the amount of
colognes or fragrances used.

Q: I’m not comfortable with Tarot cards. Would my reading be less accurate if
you don’t use them?
A: We do not recommend anyone engage in any activity that makes the individual
uncomfortable. There are other options that do not include card readings.
If a person is uncomfortable with Tarot cards, Angel cards, or Oracle cards the individual
should not engage in such activity, due to their own discomfort in dealing with such materials.
These cards are used as a tool of divination. Victory By Choice and VBCSpiritualHealing.
com does all things through love and light supported by the grace and inspiration of God.
Therefore, the comfort of the client in using tarot, angel, or oracle cards for a reading
with VBC must be open, willing and receptive. Anything else would be out of alignment
energetically.
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS:
Q: Does your work conflict with the Christian belief system?
A: My work is a result of the relationship between myself and my Creator. The divinity of my work
is sourced through unconditional love and divine consciousness. The beauty of spiritual practices
is not the result of a specific belief system, religion, or creed, but the manifestation of awareness
of the omnipresence and authenticity rooted in all things, which are created by God, Source, Love,
Most High, the Universe (whatever you choose to call your creator).
Christian belief systems, like any other religious belief system may be limited to the doctrine,
tradition, commandments, or disciplines in which that religion subscribes to. Fortunately, my
work in not limited to the belief systems of any specified religion, which allows spirit to draw from
the limitless all-encompassing presence of a sovereign God. This omnipresence can serve and
heal, regardless of religion or lack thereof. One must evaluate the values of their own beliefs and
personal divinity to consider what may conflict with their personal beliefs system.

Q: Do your readings come with any guarantees?
A: No there are no guarantees, for I am a channel and messages provided through spirit are not
always immediately understood in this physical plane. If one has faith one will recognize the
message given is meant to be received.

Q: Do you consider yourself a psychic?
A: Although I believe we are all born with psychic abilities as we are all made in the image of our
creator, I do not refer to myself as a psychic. I am very grounded in the work that I do and I believe
anyone can do it. Therefore, I prefer the term intuitive for it is easier for most people to relate to
and understand. Intuition is a gift we all share.

Q: Do you offer your services for groups?
A: For groups, we offer classes, we host events and we can host reading parties for groups of 10
people and under. For more information, email InspireMeVBC@gmail.com.

Q: What is your policy for missed appointments?
A: Missed appointments can be reschedule up to 3 times within a 30-60 days period. If the
appointment is not rescheduled within that time the client forfeits the all monies paid. If the
rescheduling is a result of my scheduling conflict and cannot be rescheduled within the time frame
the money will be refunded.
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS:
Q: Do you offer any kind of “free trial” for skeptics?
A: No. Spiritual healing practices should not be approached as a magic trick or circus act. The is
a professional service used to improve and elevate the mind, body and spirit of the client. The
quality of my work cannot is not in question nor can it be discounted or disqualified by the lack of
limited beliefs or the overwhelming presences of skepticism.

Q: What if I don’t feel the Reiki healing on my body? Do I get a refund?
A: No there are no refunds for the work is from within, but we can schedule and additional
appointments using a different healing modality if the effectiveness or quality of the service is in
question.

Q: Are your services for women only?
A: No. My services are open to both men and women although my target audience would be
described as women between the ages of 25-65 seeking insight and spiritual guidance on the
journey to self-discovery.
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6181 MAYFIELD RD, SUITE 103 • MAYFIELD HEIGHTS, OH 44124
HOURS: SERVICES BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
PHONE: 216-253-4066 (TEXT PREFERRED)
EMAIL: INSPIREMEVBC@GMAIL.COM
WEBSITES:
VICTORYBYCHOICE.COM • VBCSPIRITUALHEALING.COM
JOURNEYTOQUEENDOM.COM

